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Message from the Mother
Q: Mother, if there are beings released from the ocean floor, how 
many types are there?
A: Ninety-six.

Q: That is the same number as the cosmic frequencies, or states of 
being. Any connection?
A: Yes. There are ninety-six frequencies that form a field of purity 
in the cosmos – a great blessing to all. You must identify these 
States of Purity so that all may know.

Q: What should happen to all the magical and holy treasures the 
various groups are bringing to You?
A: They go into the repository of the Holy City here on Earth, after 
they are upgraded and purified in all ways. There they are activated 
to bring beneficial influences to all beings on Earth.

Q: Thank you, Mother. I shall immediately begin to identify the 
ninety-six States of Purity.
A: Innocence and Purity go hand in hand. Innocence has been 
restored. Now comes the gift of Purity.

The States or Tones of Purity
1. The original patterns of existence
2. Dynamic unfolding of purity
3. Removing illusion through perception
4. Fluidly forming re-patterning
5. Surrendered silent song
6. Motionless movement
7. Limitless alchemy
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8. Open-ended equations
9. Releasing the need for predictability
10. Embracing pattern-less existence
11. Resolving illusory patterns of distortion
12. Knowing truth to be the unfolding moment
13. Effortless expression of inevitability
14. Moving beyond linear change
15. Releasing the need to know
16. Living from the eternal perspective
17. Releasing programmed notions of purity
18. Inspired opposites
19. Releasing programs of the physical
20. Releasing programs of the soul
21. Releasing programs of the levels of spirit
22. Omni-perspective immersal into experience
23. Releasing neediness through dynamic balance
24. Remembered oneness within interaction
25. Growing self-delight through adventure
26. Releasing obsolete stories
27. Knowing indivisibility
28. Graceful immersal through non-resistance
29. Creative dance of duality
30. Valued acceptance of light and shadow
31. Fun-filled lightness of being
32. Fractal change through Infinite expression
33. Releasing the Cosmic Story
34. Releasing physical history 
35. Omni-present immediate expression
36. Removing concepts of hierarchy through fusion
37. Embracing change from the changeless self
38. Transparent honesty
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39. Co-operation with the eternal dance
40. Uninterrupted unfoldment
41. Compassionate interaction
42. Agendaless co-habitation
43. Readiness for ingenious solutions
44. Childlike delight at the gift of existence
45. Releasing the dependency on verbal communication
46. Openness to receive
47. Uncompromising devotion to clarity
48. Formlessly forming the body anew always
49. Thorough appreciation of omnipresent beauty
50. Knowing the self as the many
51. Releasing the body as a reference point
52. Inclusive actions
53. Releasing self-definitions
54. Wonderment through appreciation
55. Unencumbered journey
56. Dissolving embedded programs
57. Releasing protective mechanisms
58. Ruthless honesty with oneself
59. Knowing the concept of possessions as a flow
60. Finding joy in the original simplicity of self
61. Passionate discoveries of eternity in others
62. Flawless expression of Infinite inevitability
63. Contributing creative artistry
64. Purity through the poetic perspective
65. Acknowledging knowing nothing
66. Seeing all existence as unknowable
67. Reverential journey
68. Releasing shelters through trust
69. Accepting existence as having neither guilt nor innocence
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70. Releasing the need to steer today by yesterday’s wisdom
71. Resting in activity
72. Purified dream states
73. Purified awake states
74. Valued contribution of the many to the one
75. Ageless expression
76. Fusion of opposites
77. Resonant harmony of the Infinite Being
78. Refined nuances of enjoyment
79. Undefinable knowingness
80. Genius of inevitable knowing
81. Eliminating dependency through self-sovereignty
82. Directionlessness through remembered wholeness
83. Knowing complete fullness in aloneness
84. Cutting the ties of inner relationships
85. Replacing duty and responsibility with inevitable action
86. Removing inner dictators through perception
87. Balanced maturity through poise
88. Graceful transitions through surrender
89. Dissolving the illusion of needing boundaries
90. Minimizing friction through inevitable living
91. Inner serenity through trust
92. Pristineness of all dream states
93. Responding to recognized intrinsic worth
94. Uncompromising focus on the Infinite Being
95. Purity in our physical environment
96. Knowing the eternal perfection of our body
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